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Abstract. The interaction of turbulence with stationary and oscillating zonal flows is important for
understanding the behaviour of turbulent transport in magnetically confined plasmas. Doppler reflec-
tometry has been used on the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak to measure profiles ofEr, its fluctuations and
density turbulence properties such as radial correlation lengthsLr and perpendiculark⊥-spectra. In L-
mode the turbulence amplitude reduces predominantly at lowk⊥ values with radius; while in H-mode, in
addition to the lowk⊥ drop around the pedestal - coincident with reducedLr and enhancedEr shearing
- turbulence falls at allk⊥ values with spectral narrowing towards the core region. Turbulence driven
geodesic acoustic modes (GAMs) are observed in the ohmic and L-mode plasma edge, but not in H-
modes nor deep in the core. The mode frequency scales as sound speed over major radius, but with an
additional inverse plasma elongation dependence in the edge. The GAM amplitude increases linear with
the temperature gradient (turbulence drive) up to the L to H-mode transition, but displays a complex
dependence on the magnetic configuration: shape, elongation, localq value and field-null presence etc.

1. Introduction

A major factor in the performance of magnetically confined plasmas is the role of turbulence
driven transport. There are several aspects of the turbulence, not just its amplitude, which im-
pact on the confinement - its spatial and spectral extent (frequency and wavenumber spectra) as
well as the non-linear interactions within the turbulence which can generate zonal plasma flows.
These turbulence driven zonal and oscillatory flows (geodesic acoustic modes) can feedback
onto the turbulence itself (via growth rates and correlation lengths) as well as the underlying
equilibrium profiles and gradients, resulting in a complex interdependence. This self-regulating
system can be affected by externally driven plasma velocity shears (i.e. momentum injection
via neutral beam heating), radial electric fieldsEr, plasma collisionality and the magnetic con-
figuration - e.g. elongation, triangularity and the presence of field-null X-points.
In fusion plasma devices, detailed and substantive turbulence measurements still remain a chal-
lenge. Microwave Doppler reflectometry, developed on the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak (AUG)
for the direct measurement of turbulence rotation velocityu⊥ profiles [1],Er profiles and its
radial shear [2] plusEr fluctuations [3], has been extended to also permit turbulence wavenum-
berk-spectra [4], together with simultaneousEr shear and turbulence radial correlation length
Lr measurements [5]. In this paper we report recent results on, specifically, the character and
behaviour of turbulencek-spectra in low and high confinement (L and H-mode) regimes across
the edge and mid-core region, together with parametric dependence studies of the edge and
core geodesic acoustic modes (GAMs) amplitude scaling with the plasma configuration (damp-
ing effects) and profile gradients (turbulence drive).

2. Turbulence measurement technique - Doppler reflectometry

Doppler reflectometry is a hybrid diagnostic technique which combines the turbulence
wavenumber selectivity of coherent scattering and the radial localization of reflectometry. By
deliberately tilting a reflectometer (in the tokamak poloidal plane) to make an angleθo to
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FIG. 1: (a) Doppler reflectometry principle and (b) schematic of system on AUG.

the density gradient the launched microwave beam is refracted and reflected away, as shown
in FIG. 1(a), so that only a backscattered signal from the turbulence with a Bragg selected
wavenumberk⊥ = 2ki = 2Nko is collected by the receiving antenna.N is the refractive
index at the cutoff layer / beam turning point, andko = ωo/c the probing wavenumber. Fur-
ther, the backscattered fluctuation spectrum is Doppler frequency shiftedωD = ~u · ~k ≈ u⊥k⊥
(for k⊥ � k‖) by the turbulence moving with the plasma with a perpendicular velocity
u⊥ = vE×B + vturb. GenerallyvE×B � vturb at the probedk⊥ which allows extraction of
Er directly fromfD with good accuracy. Alternately, whenvE×B ∼ vturb then information on
the turbulence dispersion relation can be obtained [6]. For nearly flat cutoff layersN2 ≈ sin2 θo,
although in practice both the turning point position andN are obtained from ray/beam tracing
using experimental density profiles and equilibria. The Doppler shiftfD and spectral intensity
SD ∝ |ñ(k⊥)|2 (proportional to the density fluctuation at the probedk⊥) are obtained by fitting
Gaussians to the complex amplitude spectra [7] - seeFIG. 1(a) inset.
FIG. 1(b) shows the position of the Doppler reflectometer antennas on ASDEX Upgrade
(AUG) together with a system schematic. Currently, three channels are operational: two V-
band (50 − 75 GHz), one in O-mode and one in X-mode polarization, plus a new W-band
(75− 105 GHz) channel in either O or X-mode polarization. All channels probe from the toka-
mak low-field-side, the V-band using fixed antenna lines-of-sight, while the W-band uses a re-
mote controlled steerable mirror to vary the tilt angleθo - and hence the probedk⊥ ≈ 2ko sin θo
[4]. An adjacent antenna collects the backscattered signal which is down-converted using a
heterodyne receiver with in-phase and quadrature detection. The complex amplitude signals
(I + iQ = Aeiφ) are sampled at 20 MHz for upto 8 seconds [1]. The direct reflection compo-
nent (normal reflectometry) is minimized by careful design of the antenna radiation pattern so
as to optimise the Doppler spectral peak.

3. Turbulencek-spectra

By scanning the antenna tilt angleθo using the steerable mirror and the W-band probing fre-
quency (i.e.ko) a radial profile of the turbulence perpendicular wavenumber spectra between
5 < k⊥ < 25 cm−1 can be measured from roughly the tokamak mid-radius to the separatrix.
FIG. 2compares typical wavenumber spectrak⊥ρs (whereρs is the ion gyro-radius at the sound
speed) for L-mode and H-mode conditions (2.5MW NBI heating) at a normalized poloidal flux
radius ofρpol ∼ 0.78 - which is well inside of the edge density pedestal top.
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FIG. 2: k⊥ spectra for NBI L-mode and H-mode
inside the pedestal radius atρpol ∼ 0.78

All spectra show the expected high-k spec-
tral roll-off. For ohmic and L-mode condi-
tions the spectral decay is typicallyk−3±0.5

(in agreement with previous measurements
[8]) independent of radius. However, for
H-mode the spectral decay steepens, scal-
ing ask−7±0.5, towards the core region. The
overall turbulence also decreases with ra-
dius.FIG. 3 shows radial profiles of the tur-
bulence level in (a) the lowk⊥ρs < 1 re-
gion and (b) the highk⊥ρs = 2.2 region for
a collection of NBI heated L-mode (open di-
amond symbols) and H-mode (closed square
symbols) discharges. In L-mode the turbu-
lence amplitude in the lowk⊥ range falls
towards the core, however, the highk⊥ turbulence range remains constant or even increases
slightly. The result is a significant flattening and widening of the lowk⊥ part of the spectrum.
In H-mode the behaviour is more complicated. Across the tokamak edge region, extending sev-
eral cm inside of the gradient region (the dashed line indicates the pedestal top radius inFIG. 3)
the turbulence is predominantly reduced at lowk⊥ values. In the steep pedestal gradient re-
gion the drop is particularly pronounced. However, further in towards the mid-radius region the
high k⊥ level also appears to fall, reaching a factor of 10 reduction or more across the entire
wavenumber spectrum, compared to L-mode.
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FIG. 3: Radial profiles of|ñ(k)|2 at (a) low and (b)
highk⊥ values for NBI L-mode and H-modes

The spectra inFIG. 2 show a roll-over
in power at the lowk⊥ end with a
“knee-point” or break in the spectral
index aroundk⊥ρs ∼ 1.5. A spec-
tral flattening at lowk - the conden-
sate range - is expected from theory,
and many experiments have reported
knee-points between1 − 6 rad/cm.
FIG. 4(a) shows NBI L-modek⊥
spectra obtained using the steerable
tilt antenna and the W-band system
(ko = 15.7 − 22.0 rad/cm) for two
radial locationsρpol = 0.95 and0.86
(red & blue open symbols) with a
lower single-null diverted configura-
tion, as shown inFIG. 4(b). The
spectra show consistent behaviour at
the highk⊥ range, however, the knee-
points appear at significantly largek⊥
values. All the lowk⊥ points below
the roll-over were, rather suspiciously,
obtained with very low tilt angles of

θo = −2.3◦ to +1.8◦. An alternative approach to investigate the lowk⊥ region is use a lower
probingko (V-band:ko = 10.5− 15.7 rad/cm) and to hold the tilt angle fixed (θ0 ∼ 12◦) while
varying the plasma triangularity in upper single-null configuration,FIG. 4(c). The correspond-
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FIG. 4: (a) k⊥-spectra from V-band fixed antenna (black solid symbols) and W-band variable
tilt antenna at two radii (red/blue open symbols) for L-mode conditions, and boundary flux
surfaces at (b) high triangularity LSN and (c) high and low triangularity USN shots.

ing (rescaled) spectra (black solid symbols inFIG. 4(a)) atρpol ∼ 0.92 show the ‘inertial range’
spectral index extending to lowerk⊥. This suggests that the edge turbulence has: (a) a constant
nature independent of the plasma triangularity and configuration - at least for these diverted
discharges, and (b) that the low tilt angle measurements require additional correction.
The correct interpretation of the Doppler spectra requires knowledge of the diagnostic response
function; this has been investigated using 2D full-wave simulation codes. Specifically, mod-
elling results confirm that the spectral power at the Doppler shifted peak scales linearly with the
density fluctuatioñn/n up to roughly 10% levels, independent of the probedk⊥ for reasonable
tilt angles ofθo = 5− 25◦ [9,10]. However, for low tilt anglesθo < 5◦ the spectral peak power
at high fluctuation levels (> 5%) can be diminished by factors ofO(2 − 4) (depending onθo
andñ/n) as power is scattered, and hence lost, into higher Bragg angles [9]. These correction
factors would bring the low tilt experimental results into line with the fixed tilt values. (Note the
interpretation ofFIG. 3(a) is unaffected). The diagnostic response at the highk⊥ end appears
robust. This region is of particular interest for studying electron modes such as electron temper-
ature gradient (ETG) turbulence. Initial attempts to measure an ETG signature have been made
using localized ECRH deposition at the plasma mid-radius. There are indications of enhanced
fluctuation amplitude atk⊥ρs ∼ 2 across the edge, although little indication of∇Te steepening
in the measurement region, possibly due to profile stiffness effects [4].

4. Turbulence radial correlation lengths

The addition of a second reflectometer channel with a slightly different probing frequency, i.e.
radial position, but the same tilted antenna line-of-sight allows the simultaneous measurement
of the turbulence amplitude, its radial correlation lengthLr together with theEr and its shearing
profiles [2]. The cross-correlation of the Doppler backscattered signal has been shown, by
extensive 2D full-wave simulation studies, to give a more robust measure ofLr (i.e. relatively
insensitive to the fluctuation amplitude and turbulencek-spectrum) than the traditional direct
reflected signal obtained with normal incidence reflectometry [5]. Experimentally, in L-mode
Lr increases from< 1 cm in the plasma edge to> 3 cm at mid-radius, but, in drops in H-
mode by more than a factor of 2 inside of the pedestal top (normalized poloidal flux radius
ρpol ∼ 0.92), coinciding with an increase in the shear∂Er/∂r in the pedestal from−50 to
−300 V cm−2 [5].
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5. Zonal flows and GAMs - (coherentvE�B fluctuations)

Since the perpendicularu⊥ velocity contains theE × B velocity, fluctuations in the radial
electric fieldEr translate directly to the measured Doppler shiftfD. This makes Doppler re-
flectometry ideal for the direct measurement of long wavelength coherentẼr modes, such as
zonal flows (ZFs) and geodesic acoustic modes (GAMs), with high spatial and temporal resolu-
tion. Zonal flows and associated GAMs are non-linear turbulence generated, radially localised
(kr 6= 0), m = n = 0 mode structured oscillatingEr × B flows; and their role in moderating
the turbulence, via shear de-correlation and energy dissipation, is a topic of high interest.
Previous measurements have identified GAMs in the edge density gradient region of AUG
ohmic and L-mode discharges with frequencies between5−25 kHz and magnitudes of 1 to 2 or-
ders above the broadband backgroundEr fluctuations [3]. So far GAMs have not been observed
in H-modes. Spatially, two behavioural regions are identified from the mode frequency scaling
ω = Gcs/Ro (sound speedcs =

√
(Te + Ti)/M over major radiusRo): (a) the core (inside

pedestal radius) of circular limiter configurations where the scale factorG ≈
√

2 - in accordance
with simple theory predictions; and (b) the edge (ρpol > 0.95) whereG ≈ 4π{(1 + κb)

−1 − εo}
shows a strong inverse dependence on the plasma boundary elongationκb and a constant pa-
rameterεo ∼ 0.3 offset which is numerically very close to the average inverse aspect ratio
ε = r/R ∼ a/Ro over the AUG tokamak edge region. [11]. However, a full test of theε
dependence will require further measurements in alternate devices.
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FIG. 5: GAM amplitude vs radial coordinateρpol for
a range of ohmic and L-mode discharges.

The GAM amplitude also displays
strong parameter dependences.FIG. 5
shows a series of radial profiles of the
GAM amplitude (in terms of peak-to-
peak velocity displacement) for a range
of circular ohmic (circles:κb = 1.09),
elongated ohmic (diamonds:κb > 1.1)
and diverted L-mode (triangles:κb =
1.6) discharges. Each profile has one
or more radial maxima, generally coin-
ciding with the outer edge of plateaus
in the GAM frequency profile. There is
no clear alignment of the maxima with
any rationalq surface. The strongest
GAM maxima is almost always towards
the edge where safety factorq is larger

- consistent with a lower collisionless damping rateγ ∝ exp(−q2). For the diverted (X-point)
configurations the density pedestal top (strong second derivative in the profile typically around
ρpol > 0.94) and the separatrix (last-closed flux surface) define the extent of the GAM radial
eigenmode structure; while for circular limiter shapes the density pedestal is much reduced with
the profile approaching a more parabolic shape, the GAM extends as far in asρpol ∼ 0.75 - de-
pending on theq profile. The higher theq profile the wider the eigenmode - again consistent
with reduced damping with increasingq. In all cases no GAM activity is seen deep in the core
region (flat spectra), nor at high collisionality, nor in the open-field SOL region (f−1 spectra).
The amplitude variation withq is shown inFIG. 6 for ohmic discharges with a constant nor-
malized temperature gradient of∇Te/

√
κb ≈ 3.45 (indicative of turbulence drive - see below)

for circular limiter (κb = 1.09 blue closed symbols) and elongated diverted (κb ≈ 1.6 red open
symbols) shape.
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Here, the GAM amplitude value plot-
ted is the radially averaged peak value
taken over the frequency plateau re-
gion. For lowκb circular plasmas this
zonal mean GAM amplitude〈AGAM〉
increases linearly with the localq value
(error bars indicate the amplitude andq
variation across the GAM plateau), but
becomes less sensitive toq - even de-
creasing slightly - in diverted highκb
plasmas. Nevertheless, in both cases
the GAM peak position radially moves
outward with increasingq.
The GAM zonal location and amplitude
are also affected by the plasma shape.
FIG. 7shows the zonal mean GAM am-

plitude 〈AGAM〉 (blue circles) and the GAM peak radial position (red squares) vs the plasma
boundary elongationκb for a constant electron temperature gradient∇Te/

√
κb ≈ 3.5. In the

AUG tokamak the elongation can be varied from almost circular to mildly elliptic:1.09 < κb <
1.48 in a non-diverted configuration with the plasma touching/limiting on the inner heat-shield.
With a single-null diverted shape the elongation can be varied between1.4 < κb < 1.75 with
a consequent variation in triangularity. For ohmic limiter discharges (solid symbols) the GAM
amplitude drops inversely withκb, while for divertor configurations the amplitude rises some-
what withκb [12]. In both configurations the GAM peak position also moves radially inward
with increasingκb, but with an additional outward jump with the formation of the X-point.
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An inward movement of the GAM
location entails a reduction in the lo-
cal q value at the GAM peak - and
hence larger damping. However, al-
though the direction of GAM am-
plitude variation withκb - decreas-
ing in limiter and increasing in di-
vertor configuration - is consistent
with the q behaviour inFIG. 6, the
consequent magnitude of the ampli-
tude change withq alone is insuffi-
cient to account for the〈AGAM〉 be-
haviour withκb. This implies addi-
tional damping effects; for example,
the magnetic shears, the magnetic
shear gradient∂s/∂r and∂κ/∂r all
increase with increasing elongation which may affect both the underlying turbulence amplitude
and the direction (sink or source) of energy transfer from the turbulence to the GAM.
As the GAMs and ZFs are essentially parasitic on the plasma turbulence, the level of turbulence
should naturally, in addition to the damping terms, affect the GAM magnitude. For gradient
driven turbulence such as drift waves and ITG/TEM type instabilities, the electron temperature
radial gradient∇Te (converted to a flux surface quantity by normalizing with

√
κb) should be

proportional to the turbulence drive.
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The mean GAM amplitude〈AGAM〉 vs
∇Te/

√
κ is shown inFIG. 8 for a se-

ries of ohmic (blue symbols) and NBI
L-mode (red symbols) elongated diver-
tor discharges - with a restricted range
of κb and q95 where the〈AGAM〉 sen-
sitivity is weak. The amplitude scaling
appears linear with the gradient drive -
with an offset, i.e. a critical gradient
threshold - through ohmic and L-mode
conditions up to the H-mode transition.
So far, GAMs have not been observed
in well-developed H-modes, possibly
due to reduced edge turbulence levels.
Nevertheless, what happens across the
L-H transition remains a crucial question. At the highest L-mode gradient the GAM ampli-
tude is substantial - several tens of percent of the mean flow velocity - and its frequency (a few
kHz) is lower than the inverse of the turbulence de-correlation time so it is expected to have a
pronounced effect on turbulence eddy shearing. Whether this degree of shearing is sufficient
to trigger the suppression of turbulence, and the subsequent absence of GAM activity in the
H-mode remains to be demonstrated.

6. Summary and discussion

Microwave Doppler reflectometry is a simple diagnostic technique that can provide radial pro-
files with good spatial and temporal resolution of a variety of turbulence parameters: the local
turbulence amplitudẽne, its spectral composition - frequency and wavenumberk⊥, radial corre-
lation lengthsLr, rotation velocities, together with theEr profile, its shear and its fluctuations.
The measurements presented here from the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak show that around the
high confinement H-mode density pedestal both the turbulence amplitude and radial correla-
tion lengthLr (structure size) are reduced, coincident with enhancedEr shearing. In the steep
density gradient zone and extending some4 − 5 cm inside the pedestal top radius, the major-
ity amplitude reduction is at the long wavelength, lowk⊥, region. Thek⊥-spectral broadening
combined with the reduced radial scale lengthsLr indicates the turbulence maintains an ap-
proximately isotropic form. Further into the tokamak core the turbulence level reduction is less
(although still pronounced) but more uniformly distributed through thek⊥-spectrum. Indeed,
in contrast to the L-mode, thek⊥-spectrum becomes narrower towards the core, i.e. the high-k
spectral index increases fromk−3 to k−7 or more in H-modes - suggesting a more anisotropic
form. With decreasing radius, both the nature of the turbulence - moving from a pressure (EDW)
to a temperature gradient (TEM/ITG) dominant drive - and the influence of the edge velocity
shear - which, as the measurements show, predominately reduces the longer wavelengths - will
change. However, the high-k reduction towards the core indicates additional effects. For ex-
ample, the density profile flattening inside the pedestal top may actually diminish the shorter
wavelength TEM-type turbulence; or turbulence spreading effects, or it may hint at a reduction
in non-linear effects such as energy cascades and the geodesic coupling.
The non-linear interactions within the turbulence, e.g. Reynolds stress, drive oscillating and
static zonalE × B flows. In the ohmic and L-mode plasma edge GAM-like coherentvE×B
modes are ubiquitously observed, but, so far not in H-modes. Both the mode frequency and
amplitude display complex behaviour. The frequency scales as the expectedcs/Ro, but, in the
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edge with an additional inverse plasma elongation dependence. A series of radial plateaus in
the GAM frequency together with amplitude maxima, indicate multiple zonal layers a few cm
wide. In the core the GAM experiences strong collisionless damping dictated by theq profile:
γ ∝ exp(−q2). However, it is more often restricted by a pronounced density pedestal (large
∂2/∂r2 in the profiles), as is the case in divertor configurations. The magnetic configuration
also determines the parameter dependence; for limiter shapes the GAM amplitude decreases
inversely with elongation, but increases linear withq; while for divertor shapes the dependence
(although less sensitive) reverses. For divertor configurations the GAM amplitude increases
linearly with the normalized electron temperature gradient, i.e. turbulence drive, up to the L to
H-mode transition, accompanied by a reduced energy confinement time. The absence of GAMs
in well developed H-modes remains an open question: perhaps simply due to lower turbulence
levels (drive), or reduced non-linear coupling, or even the high edge rotation shear.
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